The Grampaw Pettibone Squadron is a non-profit organization (IRS Sect. 501(C)(4) which, through meetings, discussions, speaker programs, and
periodic field trips, serves to educate squadron members and the general public on the requirements of an adequate national defense, especially
maritime aviation, which is essential to a free society, and to support the military professionals (active and reserve) responsible for many aspects of
national defense. GPS also seeks to foster the strong pride, esprit, and fraternal bonds which exist among those associated with Naval Aviation.

THE GPS LUNCHEON MEETING
WILL BE HELD ON

THURSDAY, 13 DECEMBER 2018
AT THE

GARDEN GROVE ELKS LODGE
LOCATED AT 11551 TRASK Ave., GARDEN GROVE
Hangar doors open at 1130, Luncheon is at 1200, secure at 1330.
Please make reservations before 9 PM on Monday 20 December.
COST IS $18.00. FOR RESERVATIONS Please E-mail

RayLeCompte34@Gmail/com or by Phone: 562-287-4846
About our speaker’s topic:

THE ULTIMATE CAT
F-14 DESIGN EVOLUTION
About our speaker:

MICHAEL CIMINERA
NORTHROP GRUMMAN
VICE PRESIDENT, RETIRED.
During the darkest days of the
Cold War, one of the
nightmare scenarios for the
United States Navy was the threat of long-range Soviet bombers, armed
with their newest, ship-killing missiles, attacking the American fleet, far
out in mid-ocean. To counter this threat, the Navy needed a powerful,
new interceptor that could launch from sea-level, climb rapidly to 40,000
feet, and knock down the attacking Soviet bombers, before they could
launch their weapons. The new interceptor would have to be fast, with
a top speed more than twice the speed of sound, and be powerful enough
to carry many radar-guided missiles, so they could reach the Soviet
bombers, while they were still hundreds of miles from the American fleet.
That aircraft was the F-14 Tomcat. Join us, to hear the saga of the

development and deployment of this exceptional fighter
plane, from someone who was there. Mike Ciminera, a
retired Northrop Grumman executive, was one of the key
players in the F-14 program. Mike will share the whole
technological and geopolitical story of the airplane that was
much more than the hero of the movie Top Gun. It is the
airplane that defended the US Navy for more than a
generation, and served as a major element of US deterrent
strategy during the Cold War, and beyond.
NOV 08 LUNCHEON SPEAKER BRIEFING

COLD WAR AIR DEFENSE
BY DAVID L. MALMAD PAO
The Grampaw Pettibone Squadron was honored to have
our guest speaker, Mr. Dave Wensley share his experience
as a USAF, F-86D Air Defense pilot during the Cold War.
Cindy Macha, GPS Ops Officer introduced our speaker.
Our speaker served in
the USAF on active duty
from 1956-1959 and
remained in the USAF
Reserves from 1959-1970,
completing his military
service as a Captain He
was a member of the 324th
Fighter Interceptor
Squadron, flying the North
American F-86D Sabre allweather interceptor.
Cindy Macha, left, THANKS Dave
Dave shared an
Wensley for his presentation.
experience while serving as
a volunteer at a local air museum. When asked by a museum
visitor if he was a pilot and what war was he in; he replied he
was a pilot, but had not been in a war. According to Dave,
the visitor appeared disappointed that he did not fight. Dave
explained to the visitors that his service as a pilot kept the
country out of wars, which appeared to satisfy some.
In speaking about Korea, our speaker noted that the first US
Navy aerial combat victory was completed by a pilot flying
a Grumman, F9F Panther jet. Other pilots who flew the
Panther were: Royce Williams, John Glenn, Neil Armstrong
and Ted Williams.
Dave noted that Royce Williams was credited with four
MiGs, which occurred in a single mission. According to the
presentation, the information could not be disclosed at the
time due to the nature of the engagement and the fact the
mission was being monitored. (While not disclosed at the
meeting, research later revealed that while then Lt. Williams
was only credited with one MiG, though in fact he downed
four, all four MiGs were piloted by Soviet personnel, and
the information was only made public years after the
engagement.-by author.)
Our speaker noted that the straight wing Panther faced a
significant challenge against the Russian swept wing, MiG
15. However, the aircraft was credited with the first jet v jet

victory against a MiG. The introduction of the swept wing F86 Sabre contributed to providing comparable technical
capability against the MiG, which was enhanced by the skills
of the pilots flying the aircraft.
The technical advancements of jet powered aircraft were
demonstrated by the deployment in 1951 of the Boeing B-47
Stratojet. According to our speaker, the engine used in both
the B-47 and F-86 were the same engine. In speaking about
the engines selected for use, the original power-plant for the
F9F Panther was based on a British design, the same design
that Britain provided to Russia, which ultimately was used in
the MiG 15.
The 1950s saw the deployment of jet powered aircraft by
the US and the then Soviet Union. Each developed a
strategic capability, thus enabling them to carry and deliver
nuclear devices that were tested and deployed operationally
during that period.
The US needed to develop and deploy an aircraft capable of
intercepting potential military threats. The aircraft first
introduced operationally in the 1950s was the North
American F-86D, All Weather Interceptor. Based on the
original fighter design of the F-86, this aircraft has a larger
fuselage, larger afterburner engine and a distinctive nose
radome compared to the F-86 fighter. An additional feature
of the D model was a rocket pod that was retractable underfuselage tray carrying 24 unguided folding fin aerial
rockets(FFAR). The pod could be deployed and the rockets
fired within two seconds in salvos from 6, 12 or 24
depending on the target. Once fired the pod would retract,
returning the plane to a more aerodynamic shape.
Our speaker entered the US Air Force in 1955, was
commissioned in 1956 and began flight school. Initial Flight
training was in propeller-driven single engine aircraft: the
Beechcraft T-34, followed by additional training in the
North American T-28, a much larger and heavier aircraft.
The first introduction to jet powered aircraft was in the
Lockheed T-33. Dave expressed his pleasure in having
flown this aircraft, especially when training for formation
flying. Once again it was noted that the power-plant of this
plane was based on a British design. Interceptor training
was carried out in the F-86D beginning in 1957.
Upon completing
tra i n i n g, Dave
selected his
assignment.
Having grown up in
Miami, both he and
his wife wanted to
see snow, so he
F-86D
selected Westover
A F B
n e a r
Springfield, Massachusetts and was assigned to fly the F86D beginning in December 1957. Learning to walk, drive,
taxi and fly in snow and ice proved a challenge.
Assignments as an interceptor squadron required on duty
crews to be on alert 24 hours a day, 365 days a year. When

an alert was called, ground crews and pilot had five minutes
to power up and launch. Dave indicated he was able to be
off the ground on at least one occasion in just three minutes.
Once airborne, aircraft were vectored by ground controllers
to intercept simulated Soviet aircraft represented by either an
F-86 or T-33. Other intercepts involved identifying nonmilitary aircraft who either flew into restricted areas or failed
to reply to radio calls. Interceptors would be vectored to the
aircraft and make visual contact to identify aircraft
registration numbers before breaking contact with the
aircraft.
Flight intercepts
involved the use of
ground controllers and
onboard radar.
The
onboard system would
be utilized when within
30-35 miles of the target
aircraft.
The pilot
would maneuver their
aircraft
based on
F-86D cockpit
training requirements to
be approximately
perpendicular to the intercepted aircraft as it appeared on the
onboard radar. However, while the information appearing on
the screen was to indicate the course of intercept; i.e.,
collision course, it did not include the heading necessary to
avoid a collision. The crew of the intercepted aircraft would
monitor the approach of the interceptor and notify the
approaching aircraft should they fail to change heading in
order to avoid a collision. Occasionally notification did not
occur in a timely manner and a collision occurred.
In 1958, the squadron was transferred from Westover in
Massachusetts to a SAC base in Morocco, a location most of
the squadron members were unfamiliar with. Training
continued at the new base and coordination with other allied
military units as well as civilian operations led to a “lot of
interesting encounters”.
An opportunity to travel back to the states to see his wife
and new son was offered to our speaker. Travelling on-board
a Boeing B-47 Stratojet became a 14 hour trip when the
plane after arriving back in the US simulated numerous
attacks against cities in the Southeast US before landing at
their final destination in Florida.
At the completion of his tour, an offer to re-up was
considered and declined. With one month remaining in his
enlistment and the opportunity for additional flight time
unavailable, Dave looked for any opportunity to secure flight
pay. Flight pay was obtained when completing a minimum
of four hours within a month. The opportunity to fly to
another base and deliver a package requiring a two hour trip
was accepted and under-taken. Completing delivery of the
package, Dave performed an unauthorized low level fly-by
at the delivery base as well as a number of aerobatic
maneuvers before taking an extended period to return to his
home base and complete the four hour requirement, all on his

last day of enlistment.
Completing the presentation, Dave responded to a number
of questions. Asked if the simulated intercepts included
flying with live rockets; Dave indicated that all missions
were flown without any live weapons. The only time live
weapons were loaded on the aircraft were during live alerts,
if the aircraft was released to conduct an intercept. While on
reserve status, our speaker did not fly, due to his working on
sensitive projects for his employer, which restricted his
reserve assignments. The final statement from our speaker
concerned design features of aircraft. A number of aircraft
designs as well as weapon systems that existed at that time
came from aircraft and records captured from Germany at the
end of the war. Jet engines, leading-edge slats, swept-wing
designs and rockets were all “spoils of war”.

SAILOR OF THE QUARTER

Left to right: Front row. MA3 Manuel Flores, MA2 Jessica Mahon,
MA1 Ezra Payton. (Three Sailors of the Quarter from the Munitions
Unit were absent because of duty assignments) Back row. Sel Ramsey,
MACS Pascal Herring, Don Pageler, CDR John Quillinan, and MAC
Jon Mantle

Article by Bill Thompson
The outstanding Sailors of the Quarter from the Seal Beach
Naval Weapons Station were honored at the regular monthly
meeting of the Grampaw Pettibone Squadron, affiliated with
the Association of Naval Aviation. The sailors received a
warm welcome since almost all our members have prior
military service. Recognition and appreciation were given to
the following persons stationed at the Naval Weapons
Station: Senior Sailor of the Quarter was MA1 Ezra Payton;
Junior SOQ was MA2 Jessica Mahon; and the Bluejacket of
the Quarter was MA3 Manuel Flores. From the Navy
Munitions Command CONUS, West Division Unit, Seal
Beach, the honorees were: the Senior SOQ: YN1(SW/AW)
Joseph Williams; the Junior SOQ was MN2(SW) Christian
Quezada; and the Bluejacket of the Quarter was MN3
Adriana Ruiz.
In addition to the certificates received from Grampaw
Pettibone Squadron, these outstanding sailors received

recognition from the following restaurants in Seal Beach :
Hennessey’s Tavern, OMalley’s On Main, The Hangout,
Bistro St. Germain, 320 MAIN, Crema Café, Finbar’s Italian
Kitchen, Glory Days Beachside Grill, Yucatan Grill, Santa
Fe Importers, Islands, Romano’s Macaroni Grill, Chick-filA, and California Pizza Kitchen. Restaurants in Long Beach
were: MIM’S Café, Corner Bakery Café, and Ruby’s Diner.
Others were: Romano Cucina in Sunset Beach , Buon Gusto
in Huntington Beach , and The Crabcooker in Tustin . The
USAA Insurance Company provided attractive plaques for
each Sailor of the Quarter. Grampaw Pettibone Squadron
meets at the Elks Lodge in Garden Grove.

CO COLUMN
Tim Brown
Things will change with the
beginning of the new year 2019.
Hal McDonnel is going to retire
as Editor of the OP-Plan. Hal
figures that he has done his job
after putting in about 30 years of editing the OP-Plan. This
issue is the last one that he will produce. If the OP-Plan is
going to continue, we will need a new editor to take over
Hal’s job as Editor.
I am not sure when Hal joined GPS but it was around 30
years ago. He was of immeasurable assistance helping to
administer the very successful 1989 ANA Convention.
Thanks to his computer skills, he was able to sort out
registration issues, seating plans and other assorted technical
issues. He also helped edit the Convention Journal. That is
when he started editing the OP-Plan. He also produced three
iterations of the ANA GPS Logbook: two issues in the 1990s
and the final one in 2005 that I still use to this day. This later
issue contained detailed information about every member of
GPS including contact information and provided important
information about the member’s aviation community.
In 1992 Hal was honored as a GPS Fellow. This award
originated in 1985 and is granted to members or friends of
GPS whose contributions of service and dedication to the
squadron are determined to be extraordinary. Hal could have
been awarded this recognition many times during his three
decades of service to GPS. Hal also served as Administrative
Officer for many years. As Admin O’ he kept our rosters
current and the mailing list for the OP-Plan current. No easy
job, believe me. He was CO of GPS from April 2007 to
December 2012. On several occasions over the years Hal
helped the ANA Staff update and consolidate their national
membership lists.
We are going to miss Hal’s excellent work product in the
form of the OP-Plan. It is a very valuable recruiting tool and
the best way to get the “story” out to our members and
friends. Please let Hal know how much you appreciate the
effort and time that he has put into his service to GPS and
ANA. From all of us at Gramps, thank you Hal.
Only 29 and a half years,but good years. Editor

FROM THE
CHAPLAIN
Bill Thompson
With the Christmas Season fast
approaching, many of us are
thinking about decorations and
presents, family gatherings and
shared memories. We may even be
planning to make an effort to attend one of the many special
worship services available in neighboring churches and
synagogues. It is, indeed, a special time for many people. It
may be also very difficult time for the person who has
recently lost family members or close friends. Instead of
joining in the fun and festivities as they have in the past, they
may choose to spend time alone as they deal with feelings of
grief as they deal with their loss. A visit or a phone call from
a friend may help them more than we thought possible. Don't
worry about what to say--just be a good listener. You may be
surprised at the good results. BE A MERRY
CHRISTMAS...don't just say, "Merry Christmas" or "Happy
Hanukkah".

MEMBERSHIP
Sel RAMSAY
A reminder from last month:
Knott's Berry Farm still offers a
short period of free admission to
Veterans and guest. Call Knott's
for details.
An end of an era: After more
than 30 years of dedicated
service, including being Commanding Officer of our
Grampaw Pettibone Squadron, Hal McDonnel is retiring
from the task he has been doing so well, the preparation of
our monthly OpPlan. We have benefitted greatly from his
efforts and are deeply grateful.
I think Hal and I share a unique commonality in our
Gramps Squadron -- we did not use wings to fly, we used
Helium!. Smooth Sailing, Hal! Just 2years, but I did fly the
biggest airship(405 ft.) with a Naval Tactical Data suite in
side.Editor

